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Abstract
This paper is aimed to investigate the heat transfer behaviours of a single slope solar still under the
tropical climate at Kota Kinabalu city, Malaysia. Both theoretical and experimental approaches has
been performed and discussed. The theoretical heat transfer principal behaviour of the single slope
solar still is successfully modelled based on the heat exchange processes of three major components of
the solar still (glass cover, seawater and basin) and its surroundings.
The theoretical model
developed has shown to predict closely the experimental trend of the heat transfer processes of the
solar still system. Outdoor experiment is also carried out under the Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, climate
that showed a maximum output of 1.4 litres per day of clean distilled water and has achieved a high
and consistent system temperature of 80.0°C. In comparison with the theoretical and the experimental
results, the theoretical model is found to closely predict the solar still behaviours at the early hours in
the morning where the solar irradiance is intense and consistent.
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1. Introduction
The solar still is by far the most viable and versatile method for seawater desalination
exploration studies [1]. The primitive form of distilling water using the solar still concept is by
driving the evaporation of water from the humid soil using the sunlight, and the water vapour is then
cool down on a condenser film [2]. Modern solar still with trapezium prism shape or pyramidal shape
are very common nowadays, while there are other unique solar stills such as the inverted solar still,
vertical solar still, tilted wick type solar still and others [3-5]. In general, the geometric constraints
and nature of operation of the solar still are the critical control parameters for producing an output
optimum quality and quantity of the clean water.
In functionality, the active solar still depends on the external heating elements to achieve
consistent output, while the passive solar still do not. It has been observed that the active solar still
yield higher productivity due to the additional thermal resources [6]. However, the complex design
of the active solar still requires a longer fabrication and assembly period and also higher production
and maintenance cost than the passive solar still [7]. Researchers [8-11] throughout are found to
pursue the improvement of the efficiency of solar still by some form of modifications or add-ons.
The factors that affect the output of a solar still are identified as the environmental and the
design factors.
Environmental factors are very subjective and exclusive only for a particular
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experimental location and composition of water source, which limits the proper direct comparison
between them [12-16]. On the other hand, researchers [17] studied the effect of seawater depths in the
solar still basin and concluded that the decreased of seawater depth in the basin led to the increase in
output, which is consistent with the heat transfer and mass-flow rate of the water. This finding is also
in agreement with other researches [18,19].
Furthermore, [20] and [21] both found that the
orientation of the slope angle depends on the latitude angle of the place, and for locations in the
northern hemisphere, the solar still must be facing the south and vice-versa for southern hemisphere.
The efficiency of a passive solar still is defined as the effectiveness of the solar still, in
percentage, to utilise the solar irradiance from the sunlight in heating the brackish water in the basin
for evaporation at a given surface area. Table 1 listed the efficiencies of different types of passive
solar still from the past researchers.
Table 1. Efficiencies of different solar still design
Authors
Phadatare and Verma, 2007 [22]
Taamneh and Taamneh, 2012 [23]
Ismail, 2009 [24]
Abdullah, 2013 [25]
Dashtban and Tabrizi, 2011 [10]

Solar Still Type
Single slope solar still
Pyramidal solar still
Hemispherical solar still
Stepped solar still
Weir cascade solar still

Efficiency
34%
30%
33%
48%
47%

From Table 1, it is observed that the range of efficiency of passive solar stills is within 30% to
50%.
Although the variation between different types of solar still is notable, however, the
efficiencies are a very dependent on the geographical location, weather conditions, and the design of
the solar still. The single slope solar still efficiency of approximately 35% of the simplest design could
be the maximum it could achieved.
The contribution and challenge that motivated this research topic is to be able to combine the
two resources, solar energy and seawater, which are in such a gigantic abundance (practically free)
could be integrated to a very simple solar still (inexpensive) to produce yet another life threatening
basic need, the clean water, for consumption would be an unparalleled cause for the humanity. The
aim of this paper is to present the study of heat transfer behaviour of the single slope solar still
theoretical and experimental approaches under the Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia climate.

2. Theoretical Model
All the heat transfer processes of the single slope solar still system involves the interaction of
various mediums and different material properties, such as the basin, seawater, humid air in the solar
still, the glass cover and the surroundings. The ability of each of these mediums to absorb and
transmit heat energies is critical to define the generic structure of the theoretical model.
The absorptivity term used in this modelling is referred to the ability of a material to absorb the
radiation heat energy from another source or medium. The humidity inside the solar still contains the
water vapours evaporated from the seawater. The saturated and humid air trapped (lower in density
compared to solids and liquids) inside the limited space of the solar still experiences fast heat
exchange processes. With the low absorptivity compared to the rest of the mediums, practically all
the heat energy emitted from the seawater is transmitted to the glass cover [26,27]. In addition, the
remaining negligible heat energy absorbed by the humid air is transmitted to the glass cover.
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Therefore, this humid air medium is neglected in the heat transfer theoretical modelling of the solar
still.
The heat transfer model for the single slope solar still is developed by considering the following
components: the basin, the seawater and the glass cover. Each of these components behaves as a subsystem undergoing heat transfer process equilibrium relation. Hence, each of the sub-system would
generate a rate of heat energy process equilibrium relation or equation. These process equilibrium
equations are based on the average temperature of each separate components of the solar still. Before
the derivation of the mathematical model, the following assumptions are made:
a) The volume of seawater in the solar still basin is maintained at a constant level.
b) There is no vapour leakage in the solar still.
c) The heat capacity of the insulation (well insulated) and glass cover (thin enough) are negligible.
d) No temperature gradients are anticipated between the air-to-glass-to-vapour mediums and as well
as the through seawater depth in the basin. Through thickness is also considered thin enough for the
rate of heat transfer to be immediate and so negligible thermal gradient exists.
e) Film type condensation occurs at the glass cover.
As a result, the respective rate of heat transfer processes for each of the component of the solar
still system is derived as (1), (2) and (3). The Figure 1 also illustrates the various heat transfer
quantities in the single slope solar still.
Glass cover:

Ag ag G  Aw  qrw  qcw  qevp   Ag  qrg  qcg 

(1)

Seawater:

Aw awG  Ab qtb   MC w
Basin:

dTw
dt

 Aw  qrw  qcw  qevp 

Ab ab G  Ab  qtb  qloss 

(2)

(3)

Where Ab, Ag and Aw are the surface area for the basin, glass cover and seawater (m2); ab , ag and
aw are the absorptivity constants of the basin, glass cover and seawater; G is the solar irradiance
(W/m2); while qrw, qcw, qevp, qrg, qcg, qtb and qloss are the rate of heat transfer for a given surface area or
heat flux for the seawater radiation process, seawater convection process, seawater evaporation
process, glass cover radiation process, glass cover convection process, and total basin heat transfer and
heat loss (W/m2); (MC)w is the seawater heat capacity rate per unit area (J/m2.°C) for evaporation, and
finally the Tw is the seawater temperature (°C).
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Figure 1. Interaction of Energy quantities in single slope solar still.

2.1. Glass Cover Heat Transfer Coefficients
The relationship between the surface area of glass cover, the surface area of water in the basin
and the area of basin are as in (4) and (5). The heat transfer rates for the glass cover mentioned in (3)
can be further elaborated by introducing the overall glass cover heat transfer rate, qtg as in (6).

Aw  Ab

(4)

Ag  Ab sec

(5)

qtg  qrg  qcg   hrg  hcg Tg  Ta 

(6)

Where θ is the slope angle (rad), qtg, qrg, qcg are the total radiation and convection of glass cover
heat flux (W/m2), htg, hrg and hcg are the total radiation and convection of glass cover heat transfer
coefficient (W/m2.°C), while Tg and Ta are the glass cover and the ambient (outside solar still)
temperatures (°C).
2.2. Basin Heat Transfer Coefficients
The heat energy is initially transferred from the solar still basin to the seawater and then finally
to the glass cover. The (7) and (8) illustrate the relationship of total basin heat flux, qtb (W/m2), and
the basin heat flux loss, qloss (W/m2) with respect to the total basin heat transfer coefficient, htb
(W/m2.°C) and the basin heat loss coefficient, hloss (W/m2.°C) [28,29], respectively.

qtb

 htb Tb  Tw 

(7)

qloss

 hloss Tb  Ta 

(8)
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2.3. Seawater Heat Transfer Coefficients
The radiation, convection, and evaporation processes took place when the heat energy is
transferred from the seawater to the glass cover of the solar still. The total seawater heat flux, qtw
(W/m2) is also represented by (9) with htw as the total seawater heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.°C).

qtw  qrw  qcw  qevp

 htw Tw  Tg 

(9)

2.4. Heat Transfer Temperature Governing Equation
All the heat transfer rates defined are substituted into the (1), (2) and (3), respectively. By
solving these three equations with the initial condition when t = 0s, Tw = Tw0 and Tg = Tg0, the
governing equations for the system temperatures yield:

Tb

Tw

ag G sec  htg Ta sec   htw Tw



Tg



htg sec  htw



ab G  htb Tw  hloss Ta
 htb  hloss 

Ab f  t 

1  exp   z t   Tw0 exp   z t 
z  MC w 

(10)
(11)

(12)

2.5. Critical Clean Water Mass and Solar Still Efficiency
The mass flow rate of the evaporated seawater, mevp (kg/s) and the instantaneous efficiency, η of
solar still is also determined by using the evaporation heat flux of seawater in (13) and (14),
respectively, given that hfg is the latent heat of evaporation (kJ/kg.˚C).

mevp

 



qevp
G

hevp
h fg



T

w

 Tg 

hevp Tw  Tg 
G

(13)

(14)

3. Experiment
The performance of a single slope solar still is heavily dependent on the environmental factors,
and the design factors. Outdoor experiments are crucial for providing initial boundary, input data, and
as well as actual physical parameter values necessary for the optimisation of the single slope solar still
under the local climate.
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3.1. Solar Still Design
The slope angle of the solar still is a critical design parameter for determining how effective the
condensate water vapour on the glass cover will flow and collected. The key factor in determining the
slope angle of the solar still lies upon the latitude angle of the experimental location [20,21]. At the
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia, the latitude angle is 5.97⁰N. Based on this latitude value, the
optimum value of 6° is determined.
The base area for the prototypes is kept constant (0.25m2) with both length and width of the
prototype base 50.0 cm each. The single slope solar still basin is made from a 1 mm thick stainless
steel sheet. The interior of the solar still is painted flat black to ensure a non-reflective, dark and
smooth surface. Two inch thick polystyrene acting as an excellent heat insulator are bonded to all the
four sides and bottom of the solar still as insulation. Clear glass with 2 mm thick is used as the top
cover for the solar still. The Figure 2 illustrates solar still prototype.

Figure 2. Fabricated single slope solar still.
3.2. Experiment Setup
In the experiment, a single slope solar still with 6° slope angle is arranged to face the true south
direction (S180⁰) and filled with the same three volume of seawater in the basin. The type-K
thermocouples, connected to data logger, are installed on the solar still to measure the seawater
temperature (Tw), the glass cover temperature (Tg) and the ambient temperature (Ta). The solar
irradiance (G) is recorded by using a conventional weather data logger.
The solar still is tested on a wide open area to avoid shadow from trees or buildings (Figure 3).
Airtight water container is assigned to the solar still to collect the clean water produced. The mass of
the collected clean water (M) are recorded at every hour interval. The duration of the experiment is
set between 0800 hour and 1800 hour where sunlight is available. The time before 0800 hour and
after 1800 hour are not considered as there is no significant heat transfer behaviour observed.
According to [30], simple passive solar still like single slope solar still used in this paper would not
produce any distillate after sunset as it could not attained enough heat energy without constant heat
source such as sunlight. The objective of the experiment is to establish an exclusive realistic data for
the heat transfer behaviour of the solar still. In the next section, experimental findings on the effect of
local climate to the optimization of the single slope solar still will be presented.
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Figure 3. Single slope solar still in outdoor experiment.
3.3. Average Solar Irradiance
The city of Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia, is blessed with tropical climate that often comes
with a good amount of consistent sunshine. The solar irradiance represents the radiation intensity of
sunlight for a given unit area is defined in Watts per meter square.
Figure 4 shows the average hourly solar irradiance of sunny days recorded at the experimental
site by using conventional weather data logger. On an average sunny day, the solar irradiance at 0800
hour could start from as high as 1000 W/m2. As the day moves on, the solar irradiance gradually
increase to achieve a maximum value of approximately 1,250 W/m2 at around 1230 hour. Thereafter,
the solar irradiance remains consistent for another two hours before it starts to decrease gradually.
There are as much as eight hours of solar irradiance equal or greater than the nominal irradiance (1000
W/m2). This strong and consistent solar irradiance is particularly an excellent heat energy source for
the operation of single slope solar still.

Figure 4. Relationship between average solar irradiance, G and standard local time.
3.4. Average Ambient Temperature
The average ambient temperature, Ta represents the boundary condition of the solar still. The
rate of condensation of water vapour trapped inside the solar still depends on the temperature gradient
between ambient temperature and glass cover temperature, Tg. The Figure 5 shows the average
ambient temperature recorded against the standard local time.
It is observed that the ambient temperature recorded lies within 30⁰C to 33⁰C. Starting from
0800 hours in the morning, the temperature begins to rise steadily until it reached a maximum of
33.1⁰C at noon 1200 hours. Thereafter, it fluctuates between 32.5⁰C and 33⁰C for the next four hours
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and decreases steadily back to 30.2⁰C at the end of the day. This type of bell-shaped temperature
curve is a nominal behaviour in the equatorial countries with tropical climate.

Figure 5. Relationship between average ambient temperature, Ta and standard local time.

4. Result and Discussion
The working principle of the single slope solar still is identified and established to relate to heat
transfer processes between the basin, seawater and glass cover. From the theoretical model and
experimental result, comparison is elaborated to further correlate the optimization of solar still for
developing a better prediction model.
4.1. Optimised Average Glass Cover Temperature
Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of theoretical and experimental average glass cover
temperature on an average day. The comparison between the predictions of the analytical model, and
that of the experimental result showed a similarity in their characteristic trend. At the initial stage, the
theoretical model closely predicted the average glass cover temperatures for the first three hours.
However, from the fourth hour onwards an over predicted result with ever increasing deviation by the
each hour. The error percentage occurs at the twelve o’clock is 3.7%, followed by 8.2%, 10.0%,
13.7%, 25.4%, 52.0% and finally ended with 60.9%.

Figure 6. Theoretical and experimental comparison of average glass cover temperature, Tg.
In other words, the actual heat dissipated from the glass cover during the experiment has been
more severe when the solar irradiance is decreasing at the later hours of the day, than what is predicted
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by the theoretical model. This is attributed to the less or far more varied distribution of solar
irradiance, during the aftermath of the noon hours as compared to the morning hours with far more
uniform and intense irradiance distribution. Another reason is the possible lagging of the theoretical
prediction attributed to idealized overall glass cover heat transfer coefficient, htg, which is a function
of convection and radiation heat transfer mechanisms.
4.2. Optimised Average Seawater Temperature
The seawater in the solar still basin experienced the radiation, convection and evaporation heat
transfer processes. The water molecules evaporate whenever it received sufficient heat energy from
the basin, forming water vapours and finally condensates to become the clean water. The comparison
between the theoretical and experimental results of the average seawater temperature behaviour is
shown in Figure 7.
From the theoretical model, prediction of the average seawater temperature for the first five
hours achieved an insignificant error not more than 6.5%. Whereas, the later part of the hours,
theoretical prediction suffered significant 106.9%. However, the overall distribution, the average
significant error reaches a 21.9% as compared to the experimental result.

Figure 7. Theoretical and experimental seawater temperature, Tw.
The major set-back of the theoretical model could again be attributed to the much more varied
distribution of the solar irradiance in the later parts of the hours and so the seawater absorptivity, aw.
Thus, the overall seawater heat transfer coefficient, htw towards the later parts of the hours in a sunny
day must be further modified to suit the characteristic distribution of the solar irradiance and so the
temperature distribution of the heat transfer processes in the solar still.
4.3. Optimised Average Basin Temperature
The basin of the solar still is made of steel, which is homogeneous and highly conductive
material is able to absorb all solar energy received and to transmit heat exchanges fast enough to the
seawater due to high thermal conductivity. In this condition, basin behaviour is more linear in heat
transfer processes over the material characteristics resulting a close-fit theoretical model and
prediction. The exterior of solar still basin is well insulated with polystyrene and so no heat loss to
surroundings is assumed for the model. The comparison of theoretical and experimental result is
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Theoretical and experimental comparison of average basin temperature, Tb.
As a result, highly close prediction of average basin temperature is achieved by the theoretical
model. Except for the ten o’clock in the morning, and the six o’clock in the evening that suffer a high
error percentage of 9.4% and 36.3%, respectively. As for the rest of the temperature distribution
behviour, a mere error percentage of not more than 2.8% is achieved by the theoretical prediction
compared to the experimental result. The simple yet effective stainless steel medium or material and
a stable boundary condition could be the key to highly consistent prediction by a rigid and linearized
theoretical model.
4.4. Optimised Accumulated Clean Water Mass
The comparison between theoretical and experimental average accumulated mass of clean water
production is shown in Figure 9. In particular, the final outcome of efficient performance of a solar
still is best evaluated based on the total amount of clean water production index at a cost for every
litre.

Figure 9. Theoretical and experimental comparison of average accumulated clean water mass.
The theoretical model is able to predict closely the amount of clean water produced in the early
hours of the day up to the 10 o’clock time. However, theoretical and experimental trend start to
diverged, and error percentage has shown to increase and reach 28.8% up to a maximum of 30.4% as
the hours laps, see Figure 9.
Overall, losses and limitations of temperature distribution behaviour (earlier sections) during
heat transfer processes between material properties, non-linearity, and idealization of the theoretical
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modelling could attribute to the inaccuracy of the theoretical model. Nevertheless, the theoretical
model has predicted a similar trend for clean water production as the experimental result.
4.5. Instantaneous Efficiency
The instantaneous performance efficiency of a single slope solar still to produce a certain
amount of clean water could be represented as the ratio of the evaporation heat flux over the solar
irradiance, and calculated by using the theoretical model from (14). The Figure 10 illustrates the
hourly instantaneous efficiency (percentage) of the theoretical and the experimental models.
The theoretical model has predicted a 1.52% instantaneous efficiency at the eight o’clock hour
in the morning, and gradually increases to a maximum instantaneous efficiency of 14.17% at two
o’clock hour in the afternoon, and again decreased to 3.67% at the end of the day. On the other hand,
the experimental result has yield an instantaneous efficiency of 1.61% at the beginning of the
experiment and increases to a maximum of 22.45% during the eleven o’clock hour in the morning,
and to finally decreased to a mere 0.02% at the end of the experiment.

Figure 10. Theoretical and experimental comparison of solar still instantaneous efficiency.
From the instantaneous efficiencies of the experiment, for the eleven o’clock hour where the
efficiency is a maximum, about 259.3 W/m2 out of the 1155 W/m2 of solar irradiance has been utilized
by the solar still for the evaporation process of the seawater. The result is most satisfactory for a
simple solar still design with no extra water heater or reflector devices to boost the heat transfer
activities in the solar still.
Though, the instantaneous efficiency of theoretical model has predicted similar trend to the
experimental, but the result has been poor. The cumulative losses from the temperature distribution
prediction of the glass cover, seawater and basin all attributed to the theoretical instantaneous
efficiency inaccuracy. Thus, the instantaneous efficiency of theory model could only improve if the
prediction of the mass of clean water produced with respect to the temperatures behaviour of the still
is improved [31].
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5. Conclusion
The theoretical heat transfer principal behind the single slope solar still is established for
modelling based on heat exchange processes of three major components of the solar still (glass cover,
seawater and basin) and its surroundings. Radiation, convection, conduction, and evaporation of heat
transfer processes are implemented in the theoretical model using the First-Law of Thermodynamics.
The theoretical model has shown to predict the experimental trend in the heat transfer
temperature distribution processes of the solar still system. However, significant error is found in the
theoretical prediction, particularly for the later hours of the afternoon, where solar irradiance is less
uniform and intense as compared to the morning hours of the sunny day. In comparison, theoretical
and experimental results found that theory model is able to predict solar still behaviours at early hours
of the morning where the solar irradiance is intense and consistent.
In this respect, the sciences, engineering and technology have been explored to translate the
challenges into a tangible topic on the single slope solar still that utilized the renewable solar energy
for desalination of seawater to produce clean water. The single slope solar still, as a simple and
effective water treatment device is found to be promising, safe, and user friendly for the applications
in rural areas to support the basic needs of people.
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